Laparoscopic approach to ureteropelvic junction obstruction in a bifid pelvis
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Objective: About 10% of renal pelvis are bifids and not so there is a larger index of kidney disease over the normal pelves. The laparoscopy and minimally invasive techniques treat the ureteropelvic junction disease in a low agressive manner. We showed a video of an atypical pyeloplasty of ureteropelvic junction obstruction of a lower unit. The patient is a 33 year-old woman with an intermitent lumbar pain for 3 years. Your image exams showed a bifid left pelvis with a stenosis of the lower unit. We chose to do the fix of this pathology laparoscopically.

Materials and Methods: We positioned the patient in a right lateral decubitus and 3 trocars was placed, we identify the obstructed junction and a terminolateral anastomosis was performed. Results: The procedure lasted 95 minutes, with little blood loss and the patient was discharged in 2 days. We withdraw the double J catheter after 1 month, a pyelography and a ureteroscopy was performed which showed a pervious anastomosis. After 2 months of follow-up the patient is doing well.

Conclusions: As far as we know, this is the first case of literature with correction by laparoscopy. The stenosis of ureteropelvic junction in the lower unit of a bifid pelvis can be corrected effectively by laparoscopic surgery.
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EDITORIAL COMMENT

The video by Curcio et al. depicts a minimally invasive laparoscopic technique which may be utilized in patients with a bifid renal pelvis and obstruction.

Obstruction of the lower segment in a duplex kidney is not common (1).

Side-to-side or end-to-side pyeloureterotomy has been the usual open surgical solution, with the upper segment ureter lying close to the lower segment pelvis serving as an alternative route of urinary drainage of the obstructed lower pole.

Minimally invasive approaches have evolved over the last several decades. Smith and Badlani first reported use of percutaneous endopyelotomy in these cases in 1985 (2). Fifteen years later Bruno et al. reported retrograde ureteroscopic holmium laser incision of the stenotic UPJ segment (3). As technology and surgeon experience improved, these types of delicate renal pelvic reconstructions that replicate traditional open surgeries have become possible (4).
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